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Methods 

The four researchers searched popular media sites (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google, Google+, 
Periscope etc.) using direct search engines on each page and Google Social Searcher which aggregates 
results across a number of sites.  Key search terms were knife crime; knife; blade; stabbing; shank; strap; 
tool; tooled up; stab; cut.  Searches were conducted with geographic limitations (Gloucestershire/South 
West) and without them.  The resulting data were then analysed by the research group for key themes. 

 

Findings 

1. There is very open, direct discussion of carrying knives in Gloucestershire 

In other areas we found open discussion of carrying knives on social media (examples below) 

However in Gloucester(shire) there was very little open, direct discussion of carrying knives or intending to 
carry knives.  Below is an example of what was found:  

 

This could be an issue of language and that we did not uncover the right local words to search for although 
we did take advice from a local youth worker on contemporary terms.  Where discussion did take place 
about carrying within the area it mostly related to issues of feelings of fear and that the knife offers 
protection.  This discourse of safety and fear continued in other discussions about knife crime more 
generally in Gloucestershire. 

 

 

 



However there was some challenge to the discourse of fear leading to carrying. 

 

 

 

2. Wider discussions of crime were polarised between those against knives who were often vehement 
in their opposition and calling for punitive measures and those who saw carrying knives as a 
normalised part of modern life. 

The examples below are all from a single local discussion thread on one particule knife crime story. 

 

 

Within the examples we found, there was no sustained discussion about the issue but instead deeply 
entrenched positions being restated without interaction with other people’s views.  This lack of a discursive 
discourse or sustained dialogue may lead to inhibit open discussion of carrying and the reasons for it. 

 

3. Most commentators blamed a lack of trust in the criminal justice system for both why people feel 
afraid and may choose to carry a knife and for not tackling knife crime in the area. 

 

Some also blamed parenting and a lack of holding children and young people accountable for their actions. 

 

 



4. Overall there was a sense that knife crime in Gloucestershire was on the rise and was a serious issue. 
However, this may be due to the social amplification effect of social media particularly as the media 
coverage of knife crime was noted to over-represent the number of crimes by posting repeated 
stories at every stage of the case but not linking them together (unless the reader keeps the case 
details in mind) making it appear that knife crime is a bigger problem in Gloucestershire than it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. We did find a culture of normalised knife crime threats used on social media as “banter” and these 
were rarely challenged by alternative scripts around knife carrying. 

 

Some examples of challenges include 

 


